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A complete menu of Rouge from Dauin Pilipinas covering all 15 dishes and drinks can be found here on the
menu. For seasonal or weekly deals, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on the

website. What User likes about Rouge:
What a hidden gem! It took me out of miami and into a beautiful bistro in France or Morocco. The staff were very
pleasant and caring. Not obnoxiously, excuse me, French. They were so warm. The food as outstanding!!!!!! The

piano player added an ambiance that was amazing! Go to be taken into a romantic tradition of fine dining.
TheWineCollectors read more. The restaurant is accessible and can therefore also be used with a wheelchair or
physical limitations, Depending on the weather conditions, you can also sit outside and eat. What Nvme doesn't

like about Rouge:
Our second time being here and it was a bit of a let down . I had the steak tartare last time and now it was not
available which was a reason alone to come here besides killer martinis . The foie Gras was delicious but my

steak had no char like my dates duck which she likes a crisp finish. The pistachio dessert was fantastic. Service
is one person making drinks taking orders and checking on you which was great ! By t... read more. The large
range of coffee and tea specialties greatly enhances the value of a visit to Rouge, and you can look forward to

typical tasty French cuisine.
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Ric�
RISOTTO

Desser�
TIRAMISU

Coffe�
CAFÉ

Restauran� Categor�
FRENCH

DESSERT

Ingredient� Use�
SALMON

CHOCOLATE

BACON

DUCK

CHEESE

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
SALAD

LAMB

SOUP

FISH

TUNA STEAK
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